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ABSTRACT
It is shown that squeezed states of primordial gravitational waves are inevitably produced in the
course of cosmological evolution. The theory of squeezed gravitons is very similar to the theory of
squeezed light. Squeeze parameters and statistical properties of the expected relic gravity-wave radia-
tion are described.
INTRODUCTION
Squeezed quantum states of light have been successfully generated and detected under laboratory
conditions. It is known how much skill and effort by our experimentalist colleagues it requires to
achieve even a modest amount of squeezing, that is, to obtain the squeeze parameter r of order of 1.
The main purpose of my talk is to show that, in the cosmos, squeezed quantum states of gravitational
waves are produced inevitably and with a much much larger amount of squeezing, simply as a result
of expansion of the Universe.
In the context of gravity-wave research, the notion of squeezed quantum states has been often
referred to. However, what was always meant was the squeezing of a quantized vibrational mode of a
detecting device that could be implemented for a better detection of a classical gravitational wave. For
instance, it was shown (Ref. 1) that the performance of a laser interferometer gravity-wave detector
can be improved by using squeezed light. In another paper (Ref. 2) it was argued that any detector-
oscillator can be specially "prepared" in a squeezed state and used for gravity-wave detection during
some interval of time before the thermal noise destroys squeezing and degrades the detector's sensitivity.
However, it is the squeezing of the gravitational waves themselves that will be discussed in my
talk today. I will show that the production of squeezed relic gravitational waves is an inescapable
consequence of the variability of cosmological gravitational field and the existence of zero-point quantum
fluctuations.
The mathematical theories of relic graviton production and squeezing of light are very similar. To
make this similarity especially transparent, I will begin by presenting Einstein's general relativity in the
form of a traditional field theory, such as the theory of classical electromagnetic fields. Those of you who
may feel uncomfortable, or even intimidated, with the notion of curved space-time, will, perhaps, find
it easier to deal with the concept of a gravitational field given in the usual flat Minkowski space-time.
(More details about this "field-theoretical" formulation of general relativity are presented in Ref. 3; it
is important to emphasize that we are dealing with a different mathematical formulation of general-
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relativity, not with somealternatephysicaltheory,seeRef. 4.) This approachleadsto manifestly
nonlinearfield equations.In contrastto quantumopticsbasedon thelawsof linearelectrodynamics,
in thecaseof a gravitationalfield onedoesnot needanymaterialmediumin orderto couplea "pump"
field with the "signal" waves;for gravity this is achievedautomaticallydueto the nonlinearityof the
gravitationalfield itself. As is often done,wewill presentthe total gravitationalfield in the form
of an approximatesumof a large"classical"contributionand a small quantizedperturbation. This
approachwill beappliedto the cosmologicalgravitationalfieldof theexpandingUniverseactingupon
zero-pointquantumfluctuationsof thegravitationalwaves.I hateto callthevariablegravitationalfield
of the expandingUniverse-the mostgrandioseandmagnificentphenomenonweareawareof - just a
"pump" field, but, technicallyspeaking,it playspreciselythisrole. Asaresult,the initial vacuumstate
of gravitationalwaveswill evolveinto a stronglysqueezedvacuumstatewith veryspecificstatistical
properties.
Wewill discusstheexpectedcharacteristicsof therelic gravity-wavebackgroundradiationandthe
problemof its detection.
FIELD-THEORETICALAPPROACHTO GENERALRELATIVITY
A gravitationalfieldis fully describedbya symmetricsecond-ranktensorh_, (note that the gravita-
tional field variables have just one extra index as compared with the electromagnetic 4-vector potential
A_,, not a big difference!). For writing down the Lagrangian of the gravitational field it is convenient
to use also an additional set of variables: the tensor field P_, symmetric with respect to the last two
indices. However, P_ is not a new physical field but rather a combination of the first derivatives of
h_,., as follows from the field equations.
Gravitational field potentials h_,,(x,y,z,t) are mathematically treated as components of one of
many physical fields immersed in the ordinary Minkowski space-time:
da 2 = c2 dt 2 _ dx 2 _ dy _ _ dz 2 . (1)
The metric tensor of Minkowski space-time will be denoted by 7,_. With respect to this metric tensor
all covariant differentiations (denoted by the symbol ";') and lowerings or raisings of indices are to be
performed. In the Lorentzian coordinates, like the ones implied in eq. (1) and which we will be using
in practical calculations below, 7,, acquires especially simple values: 700 = 1,711 = 722 = 733 = -1,
with the rest of 7,- being equal to zero.
The gravitational part of the total action S = S ° + S m is
f 8rGSO _ 1 d 4x L ° g = --2ca ' c4
where the gravitational Lagrangian Lg has the form
The nongravitational sources and fields and their interaction with the gravitational field are described
by
Sm = 1 f d4 x Lm
c
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Theenergy-momentumtensort_,v of the gravitational field itself and the energy-momentum tensor
vuv of the nongravitational matter and fields interacting with gravity are defined in the usual manner:
1 M_2
The precise expression for ntu_ is as follows:
1 ap
where P, - P_,u, Qu; - Q'_u_';,_ and
2 _fL"
, ru.- _$7._
By varying the action S with respect to hu" and P_u- one can derive the following gravitational
field equations:
16rG
hu,. '" + 7u. h'_z ,.,_ - h_ - h" - (tu_ + ru_.) (3)
t_ v_tD /_,Oc,V C4
where the comma means an ordinary derivative (,_ = O/Ox c') and "Tuv is assumed to be in the simplest
form corresponding to eq. (1). For reference purposes we will also write down the relationship between
the first derivatives of huv and P_uv:
The theory possesses a gauge freedom quite similar to the gauge freedom of classical electrodynam-
ics. One can apply the gauge transformations to the gravitational variables hu. and matter variables
without changing the field equations. At the expense of the gauge freedom one can impose some gauge
conditions which are normally used for diminishing the number of variables and simplifying the field
equations.
The transition to the usual "geometrical" formulation of general relativity is established by intro-
ducing the new functions gu- according to the rule
gUV = _ (7_- + hUV) (4)
and by identifying the gu. with the metric tensor of the curved space-time: ds 2 = g_zdx_dx _.
GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE
Let us apply the developed formalism for description of the gravitational field of the homogeneous
isotropic Universe. From our new point of view this is just a specific gravitational field hu.(t, x, y, z)
given in Minkowski space-time (1). Let us take the nonvanishing gravitational potentials in the form
hoo=a3(t)-i , hi1 =h22 =h33= 1-a(t) (5)
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wherea(t) is, as yet unspecified, function of time. One can calculate the gravitational energy-
momentum tensor t_,,,, eq. (2), and find that the nonvanishing components of _;t_,,, are
3_. 2
tct0o - _a(a - 1)-3ti 2
.o
ntll = tot22 = tot33 = -_a(3a3-a 2+a-3)-h2(3a - 1) (6)
where the dot means the time derivative (for simplicity we choose the units where the velocity of light
c= 1).
The nongravitational sources are assumed to be in the form of hydrodynamical matter with the
Lagrangian
Lm 1
= _L-_ [_ + 3p - (e + p)g_ u _ u L']
where g_,, is defined by eq. (4). One can find the nonvanishing components of the energy-momentum
tensor 7-_,,:
TOO = e+3(a2--1)(e--p)
Tll = 7"22 = 7"33 ---- p- 1(a2 -- 1)(E --p). (7)
By substituting expressions (5), (6), and (7) into the field equations (3) one can derive equations
governing the function a(t) and, hence, the gravitational field (5):
5 4rG /'h'_ 2 871"G
a - 3 ('e+3p)' (,a) =--e.3
(In "geometrical" language, these are, of course, the Einstein equations for a spatially fiat cosmological
model: ds 2 = dt 2 - a2(t) (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz_).) By specifying the relationship between _ and p ("the
equation of state") one can solve these equations and find a concrete function a(t).
AMPLIFICATION OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Gravitational field (5) is just a main term of a more complicated and realistic cosmological gravi-
tational field which includes the gravity-wave perturbations. Let us present the total field h,, in the
form
h,v = h_) 4" h(_l)(t,x,y,z) , (8)
where ,o_,_/_(°)is given by eq. (5). At the expense of gauge freedom one can always satisfy the conditions
h(1)._ = 0. Moreover, in the case of gravitational waves, the perturbations of ¢, p, and u _ are equal to
zero and one can, in addition, satisfy the requirements h(_ ) = 0, h(1)7"" = 0, so that one is left with
only two independent polarization components (designated by a = 1, 2 ) of h (1)g_.For a wave with the
wave vector n one can write down the nonzero components of the field:
where the constant polarization tensors piaj fulfill the conditions p_kn k = O, p_i = O.
(9)
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Nowone should substitute (8) into the field equations (3) and linearize them with respect to hl_ ).
It is clear that the left-hand side of eq. (3) is simply the usual D_Alembert differential operator applied
to h!_ ). At the same time, the right-hand side of eq. (3) will contain the products of ,ou,h(°)and '-u_h(l)since
all the nonlinearities are collected there.
For a given perturbation with the wave vector n and for each of the two polarization components,
the field equations reduce to a single equation for the time-dependent function #(t) (indices n and a
are omitted):
P + n2# = [ a 2 + -a + /z - -/_a (10)
where n 2 = n 12 + n 22 + n 32. If there is no "pump" field (5), that is a(t) = 1, the right-hand side of eq.
(10) vanishes. It is worth noting that in the gravitational case, in contrast to electrodynamics, there
is not any dimensional coupling constant between the "pump" and "wave" fields, the strength of the
coupling is regulated by the rate of variability of the "pump" field.
It is convenient to introduce a new time coordinate r/related to t by dr/= a(t)-ldt, and to denote
the r/-time derivative by prime. Equation (10) gets an especially simple form (Ref. 5):
/_" + (n2 - -_) # = 0 (11)
which makes it possible to treat the problem as a problem for a parametrically excited oscillator. The
notion of squeezing appears quite naturally.
SQUEEZED VACUUM STATES OF RELIC GRAVITONS
In some cosmologically interesting and realistic situations, the function a"/a goes asymptotically
to zero for 7/--* -c¢ and r/---* +0o. In the asymptotic regions r/_ -o¢ and r/_ +o¢, solutions to eq.
(11) are very simple: #(r/) "_ e+in" The general complex solution to eq. (11) can be presented in the
form
#(r/) = a_(r/) + b+_*(r/) (12)
where _(r/) and _*(r/) are complex-conjugated normalized base functions. The same general solution
can be decomposed over other base functions x(r/) and X'(r/):
u(r/) = cx(r/)+ d+x'(r/) • (13)
One can choose the base functions in such a way that
and
1 -in_
_(r/) -'-' _nn e for 7/_-_
1 -in_7
x(r/) ---* _nn e for 7/_ +_"
Since (12) and (13) describe the same solution, their coefficients are related:
a= uc + vd +, b+ = v*c + u*d + , (14)
where lul2 -Ivl 2 = 1.
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Fora quantizedfield, thecoefficientsa, b+, c, d + have the meaning of the creation and annihilation
operators and the relations (14) are called the Bogoliubov transformations.
Complex numbers u, v can be parameterized by the three real numbers r, 0, _, r _> 0:
u = e -i° chr, v = -ei(e+2_)shr.
The transformations (14) can also be presented in the form:
a = R+S+cSR, b+ = R+S+d+SR,
where S(r, cp) and R(6) are unitary operators:
s(,-,_) = exp[,'(_-_cd - _c +d+)]
R(O) = exp[-iOc + c - iOd + aq .
(15)
(16)
In the theory of squeezed quantum states, the operator S(r, _) is called the two-mode squeeze operator,
the operator R(O) is the two-mode rotation operator, r is the squeeze parameter and _ is the squeeze
angle (see, for instance, Ref. 6).
As a result of evolution, the two-mode vacuum state 10,0) transforms into a two-mode squeezed
vacuum state:
jss)_ = s(r,_)10,0).
The two modes under discussion are two waves with the same frequency but propagating in opposite
directions. In the field of quantum optics, one is usually interested in the temporal fluctuations of the
light field, so that the spatial distribution of the field is not always important. However, in cosmology,
we need to know the complete space-time distribution of the gravity-wave field. For this aim we augment
the time-dependent functions p(r/) with the spatial functions U(x). For every n-mode contribution and
a given polarization component, one has:
hn = #n,1 Un,1 + #n,2 Un,2 •
One can work, for example, with complex functions UnA = Ke inx, Un,2 = Ke -inx (and complex
conjugated #: #n,2 = #_,l) or with real functions Un,1 = K cos nx, Un,2 = K sin nx (and real #),
where K is a normalization constant. Classically, this corresponds to the decomposition of the field
over traveling or standing waves. For the field operators, one writes
hn = (a_+ b+_")K e_nX+ (a+_"+ b_)K e-'"x,
in the first case, and
ho:(,,,¢+ ¢os,,x+ + sin,,x, (17)
in the second case. Transition between the two descriptions is fulfilled by the transformation
a + b i(a - b)
v_ = b,, v_ = b_. (is)
In terms of the theory of squeezed states, it means that, in the second case, one will be dealing with a
pair of one-mode squeezed states instead of a single two-mode state. Indeed, under the transformation
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(18) the two-modesqueezeoperator factorizes into a product of the two one-mode squeeze operators
Sl(r,_), so that instead of (16) one will have
bl = R+IS+clS1R1
where Sl(r,_) is the one-mode squeeze operator
[_re-2i_c2_ e2i_c1+2]S, (r, _o)= exp [_ 1
and RI(O) is the one-mode rotation operator
RI(O) = exp(-iOc+l c, ) .
The operator b2 transforms in precisely the same manner and is associated with the other squeezed
mode.
As a result of evolution, the one-mode vacuum state transforms into a one-mode squeezed state.
In what follows, we will base our analysis on the representation (17) and on the one-mode squeezed
states. The annihilation and creation operators will be denoted by b and b+.
The dazsical equations of motion (11) can be derived from the Hamiltonian
°' ]1 2H = _ + a(#p + p#) + n2/_2
where p is the momentum, canonically conjugated to the coordinate ju, p #_ "'= - _-/_. In a standard
manner, by introducing the annihilation and creation operators b, b+:
one can present the Hamiltonian in the form
H = nb+b + a(_l)b +2 + a*(r/)b 2 (19)
where the coupling function a(r/) is a(r/) = ia'/2a, and the Planck constant h = 1. Note that the
Hamiltonian (19) belongs to the class of tIamiltonians that characterize a number of physical processes
(Ref. 7). However, in most of them the function a(t) has a specific form a(t) = ae -2i_t where a is a
constant, albeit in our case a(r_) is a more general function of time.
The Heisenberg equations of motion, following from this Hamiltonian, have the form
i db a _ .db+ aI
-_ = n b + i -- b+a, - t --_ = n b+ - i - ba"
Their solution is
b(0) = u(0)b0+ v(o)b0+ , b+(,) = u'(o)b0+ + v'(o)b0,
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whereb0, b0+ axe the initial values of b(rl) , b+(r/) (SchrSdinger operators) and the complex functions
u(rl) and v(rl) satisfy the equations
a I . a I
iu' : nu + i--v" , -iv" : nv* - +--u, u(O) : 1, v(O) : O .
a a
(20)
It follows from these equations that u + v* satisfies the equation identical to eq. (11):
a ll(u + v')" + (n_- --)(,, + v') = o .
a
As for the function u - v*, it can be found from the relation
-in(u - v*) = (u + v')'- a'
_(u+v').
By substituting eq. (15) into eq. (20) one can find equations for the time-dependent parameters r(_),
0(o), _(_):
a I
r' - cos 2_,
a
a t
0_ = n---sin2_othr
a
a t
_ = -n - -- sin2_ eth2r.
a
(21)
Solutions to these equations determine the precise form of evolution of the initial vacuum state into
a one-mode squeezed vacuum state. Statistical properties of the final state depend on the numerical
values of r and _ in a well-known way (see, for instance, Refs. 6,7).
A possible way of calculating r(r/) and _(r/) (Ref. S) for a given gravitational field a(r/) relies on
the observation that the complex function B(r/), where
u - v*)* = chr + e2iVshr = 2B(r/) (22)u -+ v" - chr - e2ivshr n '
satisfies the equation
with the solution
B t : "n 2+-- _ 2£ B _ 2iB 2
2 a
B(,7)- i (#/a)'
2 p/a
where #(r/) obeys eq. (11). The properly chosen solutions to eq. (11) define B(r/) and allow one to find
r(r/) and _(r/) from eq. (22). The meaning of the function B(r/) is that it determines the Gaussian wave
function $(#,r/) _ exp(-B(r/)p 2) which is a solution to the SchrSdinger equation in the coordinate
representation.
The parameters r(r/), _(r/) can be calculated (Ref. 8) for a cosmological model which includes
three sequential stages of expansion: inflationary (a(t) ,_ ell°t), radiation-dominated (a(t) .., t 1/_) and
matter-dominated (a(t) ,., t2/3). It can be shown that the present-day values of the squeeze parameter
r range from r _ 1, for frequencies t, _ 10s Hz, up to r _ 120, for frequencies u _ 10 -is Hz. In the
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frequencyinterval v ,_ 10 -1 - 10 -3 Hz, accessible for the planned Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
Wave Observatory in Space (Ref. 9), the squeeze parameter r reaches large values of order 40-50.
As for the parameter qo(r/), it can be shown to have the form qo_ -nr/+ qo0, where qo0is a constant.
This behaviour can alreaAy be envisaged from eq. (21) for _¢, since, in the asymptotic region r/_ +oc,
one has I_l << n and cth2r._ 1.
RELIC GRAVITONS: A STOCHASTIC COLLECTION OF STANDING WAVES
As we see, the cos nx and sin nx modes in the representation (17), evolve into a strongly squeezed
vacuum state. The mean number of quanta (N) and its variance ((AN) s) are determined by the
squeeze parameter r:
-I
(N)=shSr, ((AN) 2)=2sh22r.
The mean values of/_ and ifi are equal to zero, but their variances do not vanish:
((Aft) s) = l (ch2r- sh2rcos2cp), <(Air) s) = 2(ch2r + _h2r cos2_).
In order to relate the rigorous quantum-mechanical treatment, described above, with the notions
of random classical waves, one can use the Wigner function formalism. It allows one to derive the
distributions of the random variables A and ¢ entering the classical expression for #:
= Asin(-nr/+ ¢) . (23)
It can be shown (see Ref. 8) that, in the limit of large r, the Gaussian distribution for ¢ is very
narrow, like a 6-function. It is concentrated near the values
¢ = q_o+ re (24)
where qao is a constant, the same for all unit vectors n/n, and g = 0,+1, ....
A similar conclusion can be reached in a simpler, though perhaps less rigorous way. Let us consider
the ratio ((A/2)s)/((Aif)s). For large r, this number is approximated by
1
s) tg2 •
For a classical expression (23), this ratio corresponds to the number n -2 tg2(-nrl + ¢). From their
comparison, and taking into account the fact that _ _ -nr/+ qo0, one can derive eq. (24). The very
small variance of the phase, A¢, is, of course, consistent with the large variance of the number of
quanta, ((AN)2).
The negligibly small variance of the phase distribution leads to an important result: every pair
of cos nx, sin nx modes forms together a standing wave. Indeed, let us consider a given n. The
corresponding terms, contributing to the total wave-field h(rhx,y,z), can be written in the general
form:
hn = A1 sin(-nr/+ ¢1 ) cos nx + As sin(-nr/+ 4>2)sin nx. (25)
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TheamplitudesA1 and A2 axe taken from a broad Gaussian distribution and axe, in general, different.
However, the phases _ and q_2 are taken from a very narrow Gaussian distribution and are essentially
fixed and equal up to +_'. Because of that, expression (25) can be written as a product of a function
of time and a function of spatial coordinates:
hn = + sin(-nr/+ _a0)(Al cos nx + A2 sin nx) . (26)
In other words, expression (26) describes a standing wave. A characteristic feature of a standing wave
pattern is that the field vanishes all over the space at every half of the period. The randomness of the
wave-field is displayed in its spatial functions Al cos nx + A2 sin nx. This is why we say that the relic
gravitational waves are present now in the cosmos in the form of a stochastic collection of standing
waves.
The total field h(_,x) is obtained by summing over all n-mode contributions (26). Of course, the
total field loses the property of vanishing at some moments of time, because the various sin(-nr/+
_0) factors have different arguments. However, the difference in the arguments is not random, but
deterministic. For instance, if at some moment of time r/= _ the component h,_(T/, x) vanishes, the
same will be true for all other components hm(_,x), where m = n(1 + k/*) and k/_ is an arbitrary
rational number. Hopefully, this property can somehow be used in a specific strategy of observational
discrimination of relic gravitational waves from stochastic gravitational waves of a different origin. I
think that the inevitable "squeezing" of relic gravitational waves (and other primordial fluctuations
of quantum-mechanical origin) can manifest itself in a variety of circumstances, not all of which are
foreseeable at the moment.
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